Appendix III

LIBRARY SERVICES TO THE PRISONERS IN HIMACHAL PRADESH:
A STUDY AND PROPOSED MODEL
"QUESTIONNAIRE"
(For Prison officials in Headquarter at Shimla, Himachal Pradesh)

Note: Please use additional sheets for your answers if required.

1. Are there any library services presently being provided to the prisoners in prisons in H.P.:

2. Steps taken by H.P. Govt. to provide library service to the prisoners in H.P.:

3. Feasibility of 'Mobile Library Services' to the prisoners in H.P.:

4. Role of District Public Libraries in H.P. in providing library services to the prisoners:

5. Future plans of H.P. Govt.:

Contd........
to provide library services to prisoners.:

6. Any NGO involved in providing library services to prisoners:

7. Any budget allocation for purchase of reading material in prisons in H.P.:

8. What steps are taken if a prisoner wants reading or waiting material in the prison.;

9. Any proposal to set up a proper library in the prisons.:

10. Yours suggestions and comments on the subject or any additional information you would like to

(THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR KIND COOPERATION)
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